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President John F Kennedy Secret Society Speech version 2

{youtube}xhZk8ronces{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhZk8ronces

Composing differences with intellect and decent purpose

Selected Transcript of John F. Kennedy's Address before the American Newspaper Publishers
Association,

April 27, 1961:

“The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people
inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret
proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment
of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify it. Even today, there is
little value in opposing the threat of a closed society by imitating its arbitrary restrictions. Even
today, there is little value in insuring the survival of our nation if our traditions do not survive with
it. And there is very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be seized
upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the very limits of official censorship and
concealment.
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That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in my control. And no official of my
Administration, whether his rank is high or low, civilian or military, should interpret my words
here tonight as an excuse to censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes or to
withhold from the press and the public the facts they deserve to know. For we are opposed
around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert means for
expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of
elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day.
It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a
tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic,
scientific and political operations. Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are
buried not headlined. Its dissenters are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no
rumor is printed, no secret is revealed. Without debate, without criticism, no Administration and
no country can succeed-- and no republic can survive.

Former FBI Agent Reveals Who Really Killed JFK

{youtube}VSXQYvm57YM{/youtube}

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSXQYvm57YM

That is why the Athenian lawmaker Solon decreed it a crime for any citizen to shrink from
controversy. And that is why our press was protected by the First (emphasized) Amendment-the only business in America specifically protected by the Constitution-- not primarily to amuse
and entertain, not to emphasize the trivial and sentimental, not to simply "give the public what it
wants"--but to inform, to arouse, to reflect, to state our dangers and our opportunities, to
indicate our crises and our choices, to lead, mold educate and sometimes even anger public
opinion. This means greater coverage and analysis of international news-- for it is no longer far
away and foreign but close at hand and local. It means greater attention to improved
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understanding of the news as well as improved transmission. And it means, finally, that
government at all levels, must meet its obligation to provide you with the fullest possible
information outside the narrowest limits of national security... And so it is to the printing
press--to the recorder of mans deeds, the keeper of his conscience, the courier of his news-that we look for strength and assistance, confident that with your help man will be what he was
born to be: free and independent.” Read More:

[www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2011/12/new-world-order-exposed-john-f-kennedy.html]

1961 speech Eisenhower Warns us of New World Order

{youtube}rd8wwMFmCeE{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=rd8wwMFmCeE

Ike Eisenhower's Warning Of Military Expansion, 50 Years Later

"Until the latest of our world conflicts, the United States had no armaments industry. American
makers of ploughshares could, with time and as required, make swords as well. But we can no
longer risk emergency improvisation of national defense; we have been compelled to create a
permanent armaments industry of vast proportions."

"In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence,
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous
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rise of misplaced power exists, and will persist."

"we must learn how to compose differences not with arms, but with intellect and decent
purpose."

[www.npr.org/2011/01/17/132942244/ikes-warning-of-military-expansion-50-years-later]

Dirty tricks in mi6 and mi5

{youtube}KLejXvGbM_M{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLejXvGbM_M

Borderline Recruits Others to Lie and Distort
The BP (short for “Borderline Personality” or “Borderline Person”) is likely to make extreme false
allegations, distortions, and varied lies to defame and harm her or his former partner and other
targets. The BP is also likely to involve many other people in the distortion campaign. Many are
passive participants who will listen and believe the BP’s lies. Others become actively involved in
spreading them further. The target may find that there are dozens of people, many whom have
never met him or her, who believe and repeat the lies of the BP.

[ http://angiemedia.com/2008/12/29/bpd-distortion-campaigns/#.WeuA9rhhyCm ]
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The United States Overthrow of Democracy in Greece - CIA Coups

{youtube}icqb1cdfZ5U{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=icqb1cdfZ5U

London Paper Asserts C.I. A. Engineered the Coup in Greece

LONDON, Sunday, July 1—The Observer said today that it has found evidence that the Central
Intelligence Agency engineered the 1967 military coup in Greece and is using secret knowledge
of Premier George Papadopoulos's “wartime collaboration with the Nazis” to maintain control of
the regime.

The Sunday newspaper said that at the Athens headquarters of the Joint United States Military
Aid Assistance Group Mr. Papadopoulos is known among senior staff members as “the first
C.I.A. agent to become premier of a European country.”

Mr. Papadopoulos has now proclaimed himself Provisional President and declared Greece a
republic.

The Observer's writer, Charles Foley, quoted an unidentified American military adviser in
Athens as having said: “George gives good value because there are documents in Washington
he wouldn't like let out.”
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Sent to the U. S.

The British paper said that the Greek secret service, built up after the 1945‐49 civil war, was
formed by the United States, and that, according to Andreas Papandreou, minister of state in
charge of intelligence in the Government brought down by the coup, it “was in reality a financial
and administrative appendage of the C.I.A.”

Mr. Papadopoulos, a former colonel, was among hundreds of secret‐service agents sent to the
United States for training, The Observer said. His antiCommunist credentials were stringently
investigated at the time.

The newspaper said that comrade of Gen. George Grivas, wartime leader of an antiCommunist
guerrilla organization, had confirmed reports that Mr. Papadopoulos had served as a captain in
a security battalion organized by the Nazis to hold down Partisans during the war.

The current Government stand portraying Communism as Greece's only enemy and minimizing
the German occupation “clearly reflects the dictator's concern at the danger that the gap in his
official biography may some day be filled in,” The Observer said.

It said that the composition of the cabal of officers who carried out the 1967 coup suggested
C.I.A. involvement. Four of the five officers, it said, were closely connected with United States
forces or intelligence, and the fifth was brought in because of the armored units he commanded.

The newspaper also suggested that American influence at the time of the coup prevented the
carrying out of a contingency. plan drawn up by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization for use if
Greece faced war or revolution.

[www.nytimes.com/1973/07/01/archives/london-paper-asserts-c-i-a-engineered-the-coup-in-gre
ece-sent-to.html]
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It is obvious that the colonialists keep composing, what they perceive as “differences” with the
“others”, with malice an indecent purpose.

Their illegitimate “black” operations have, evidently, taken immense proportions. This means
that they involve and influence, willingly or involuntarily, innumerable people.

It is, theoretically, impossible for any kind of illegitimate, international operations, like the “black
ops” to reach the volume of a social movement, as, statistically, in any large number of civilians,
few of them are going to be relatively more, moral, honest and decent human beings, than most
of the others; and this minority would never contribute to any illegitimate operations which may
cause any harm and/or death to other innocent civilians.

The fact that, for so many decades, the colonialists' illegitimate “black ops” continue to exist,
according to my opinion, undoubtedly, proves the existence of an, inhumane, illegitimate and
systematic, persecution, on behalf of the colonialists, against the societies' most moral, most
honest and most decent minorities.

The victims of our contemporary colonialism, from what it seems, they are, literary,
innumerable. And as such, they, involuntarily, know many colonialists' dirty secrets; illegitimate
front organizations, criminals' names, criminal facts, committed monstrosities, etc. This
knowledge, makes them, on behalf of the colonialists, unwanted, the least.

The best, according to my own subjective and arbitrary criteria, parts of our societies, most
probably, remain unjustly, tortured; exiled; displaced; slandered; professionally, socially and
financially marginalized; imprisoned; illegally persecuted; hostage; and/or their healths are
intentionally harmed, or, even, they become murdered.

Anyone who supports, actively, and/or, passively, knowingly, and/or, by negligence, the
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colonialists by any way, e.g. by using, mobile and/or digital land, telephony, he, definitely,
contributes in the progressive and permanent exclusion, from our societies, of what, literary,
seems to drag those societies towards civilization.

The international community has despised the Eik Eisenhower's, and John Kennedy's prudent
warnings, during 1961; and also, has despised, Robert Redford's, prudent warnings, during
1975.

The decline of our common civilization, between, 1961-1975 and 1975-2017, is, more or less,
evidently, equivalent.

The perpetuation, on behalf of the international community, of despising prudence, most
probably, is going to lead to the complete annihilation of our common civilization.

Christos Boumpoulis

economist

Note: The photo was found here, www.sott.net/pic-of-day/425177.
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